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Abstract 
 

The main goal of research is to study how investments influence national agrifood system’ level of acquired 
competitive advantage and to justify a frame of conceptual statements in the field of national its agro 
industrial complex (AIC) competitiveness strategy. While credit investment resources availability is still 
fairly low, a search for strategic possibilities of alternative to credit funding methods becomes actual, for 
example, by agrifood goods production subsidizing with investment subsidies accrual on every unit of 
supported commercial output, as seen in this article. A sample of agrifood system organizations was tested. 
Sample study approved a hypothesis that investments into production technological modernization 
significantly influence its competitiveness, and influence mentioned was given a quantitative evaluation. 
The novelty if idea offered for discussion among scientific community lies in that in agrifood system 
competitiveness sustainable increasing strategy investment provision it is appropriate to notice both 
quantitative (support  volume) and structural aspects, primarily in order to obtain the maximal possible 
convert of support into investments. We offer to include investment-purpose subsidies to every unit of 
supported branches commercial output with participation of support actor in funds of support receiver  
based on support accrual in practice of state regulation of  AIC’ competitiveness. 
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1. Introduction 

Today Russia’s agro industrial complex (AIC) faces difficult and diverse objective to substitute 

agrifood import and strengthen its export potential. Many of agrarians, economists and statesmen agree that 

this objective is actual and reachable (Altukhov et al., 2016; Drokin & Zhuravlev, 2018; Neganova & 

Dudnik, 2018; Shagaida & Uzun, 2018). Thus Decree of the President of the Russian Federation by 7th 

may 2018 “On national goals and strategic tasks of Russia’s development up to 2024th year” states a bundle 

of tasks in AIC’ development field. In particular, must be noticed tasks to form “globally competitive non-

resource sectors” in agriculture, to create in Russia’s AIC “high-performance export orientated sectors 

developing upon a base of modern technologies”, and, finally, to achieve an agrifood export volume of $45 

billion per year.  It seems obvious that most of these tasks are, in fact, a subset of strategic direction to 

increase a competitiveness of national agrifood system.  A problem of competitiveness increasing is 

extremely complicated. Possible ways of its solving lay in close interrelation with such national economy 

functioning aspects like  food security and food independence provision, preserving and increasing of 

employment, both suppliers of labor services and capital proprietors income increasing by expanding an 

export of produced additional afgrifood goods (Shagaida & Uzun, 2018). 

To achieve not simply higher competitiveness, but to create a conditions for its sustainable growth 

is possible only in terms of long-run strategy based upon a system approach, taking into account an array 

of internal and external environment factors of national AIC. Strategy, in its turn, usually is built on a basis 

of more or less explicit conceptual footing that consists of interrelated system of views on competitiveness 

and its regulation, a definite way to understand a process of agrifood system competitiveness regulation. 

The core of our conceptual statements strongly corresponds with M. Porter’s competitive advantage theory 

(Neganova & Dudnik, 2018). The most important moment in this theory is, in our opinion, separation of 

acquired competitive advantage in the whole mass of advantages, and further question of how to acquire 

those advantages faster, and what may be a role of government strategy for regulated branch in that case 

(Porter, 1990). A necessity to accumulate advantages caused by life itself: less favorable conditions for 

Russian agriculture in comparison with other competitors negatively affects level of “essential” advantages, 

placing domestic agriculture in a knowingly vulnerable position (Delyagin, 2003). There are some 

noteworthy interregional comparisons done by Ural’ economists. According to them, any agrifood 

production under Russia’s North-West region, can’t equally compete with the same production from 

Krasnodar region (Shagaida & Uzun, 2018). Land productivity in crop production in Krasnodar region is 

2.6 times higher than in Vologda region and 9-16 times more profitable (Shagaida & Uzun, 2018).  Also 

should be noted that the very Krasnodar region seems more favorable only in comparison with the rest 

regions of Russia, while looks far more moderate being compared with some other regions of our planet 

(Golubev, 2019). Among acquired advantages may be allocated organizational, marketing and sales and 

technological advantages (Panfilov, 2015). Nowadays the most important advantages lie in the field of 

technology. This may be explained, on the one hand, by gradual alignment of other parameters of Russia's 

AIC with world standards, and, on the other hand, by fact that any acquired organizational or marketing 

advantage demands appropriate layer of technology and technical support (Cobb & Douglas,1928; 

Emvalomatis et al., 2008; Kabakova & Kabakov, 2019; Neganova & Dudnik, 2018). 
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As for technological filling, the past decade was quite effective for Russia’s AIC. A situation with 

technical equipment in agriculture sufficiently improved, the technical level of means of production got 

evidently higher than before (Kormakov, 2019; Stadnik et al., 2018).  A certain success was achieved in 

implementation of 5th technological mode elements, for example, production automation, precise 

agriculture and biotechnologies (Averbukh, 2010; Kalinina, 2020). Still, there’s much to do. As far as full 

transition to 5th technological mode in all AIC branches will obviously be finished lately compared to 

developed economies, the replacement of catching up modernization paradigm to outgoing transition to 6th 

technological mode becomes more and more actual (Averbukh, 2010; Glaz'yev, 2013; Pavlova & Sigova, 

2017; Rykova et al., 2019).  Technological advantages accumulate due to investments into production 

technological level improvement, so investment component is an inalienable part of competitiveness 

increasing strategy. From the state regulation of competitiveness perspective an important question that 

needs its answers, is how investments in AIC affect its competitive advantage level. To get closer to a 

possible answer is one of the goals of this article. 

2. Theory 

As known, economic nature of labor productivity increasing is that total amount of labor per unit 

decreases, while the share of past labor in this amount goes higher and share of living labor becomes 

relatively less (Marx, 1952).  Hence, if spread this approach into our field, accumulation of acquired 

advantages may be shown as process of increasing of the past labor share shaped in fixed assets combined 

with outgoing decrease of share of the past labor shaped in current assets, so, in fact, this is about making 

lower production’ material consumption and energy intensity as well as share of living labor bound with 

assets operation, service and management. In other words, investments into acquired advantages 

accumulation may be reduced to relative substitution of variable capital and working part of constant capital 

by more productive fixed part of constant capital (Figure 1). 

 

 

 Factors of production in the pre-industrial period of economic development 
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3. Problem statement 

Existing structural parameters of partial substitution of itemized amount of unit current costs (UCC) 

by unit capital investments (UCI) may be described with the following equation: 

( )UCC f UCI=  (1) 

At current stage of our research it is possible to give only a first approximation of quantification of 

this interdependence. As far as the tested sample of organizations will be enlarged, and more comparability 

of parameters reached, a more precise estimation may be given. 

Estimation results obtained may be used for further work in grounding state competitiveness 

regulation measures for AIC in strategic perspective with appropriate detalization of these measures at 

regional and national level. 

4. Methodology 

To reveal possible correlations between noticed parameters we decided to use methods of statistical 

sample analysis. The sample was formed out of profitable (at least in 4 of 5 last years) agriculture 

organizations that performed investments in their primary field of occupation. A sample volume is 70 

organizations of Ural Federal District.  

Data series for regression analysis formed by methodology according to which unit capital 

investment (UCI) used as independent variable, and unit current costs capacity (UCC) used as dependent 

variable, both calculated with 2 years lag. 

5. Results 

Processing an array of experimental data using the Statistica 6.0 software and statistical complex 

allowed us to obtain the following results. 

First, we realized that there’s a statistically reliable reverse correlation between chosen parameters 

(Multiple R=-0.271). 

Scatterplot of parameter pairs (Figure 2) gives empiric representation of correlation revealed.  

Performed research allowed us to form the following linear regression equation: 

0.4188* 0.8722UCC UCI= − +  (2) 

Adequacy of model built is approved by Student’s t-criteria (p<0.05) and close to normal residuals 

distribution which may evaluated by degree of polygons’ proximity to normal residuals distribution curve, 

where polygons represent observed residuals (Figure 3).  

Another way to estimate model adequacy is to consider the degree of proximity of actually observed 

residues to the normal distribution line, and it also shows that distribution of residuals is quite close to 

normal (Figure 4). 

We tend to interpret the results as follows. In a prevailing investment practice and constant 

technological efficiency (in short-run term; in middle-run term it is possible to expect a tendency to its 

growth) every ruble of UCI counted per adjourned commercial output may cause 0.4188 ruble economy of 
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unit current costs. Taking a time of active part of assets exploitation of 6-8 years, a summary economy of 

UCC (before discounting) may reach 2.51-3.35 rubles. 

 

 

 Unit capital investments (UCI) vs unit current costs (UCC) scatterplot diagram 

 

 

 Raw residuals distribution histogram 
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 Expected normal value vs Residuals scatterplot diagram 

Obtained results may be used to state some conceptual proposals in the field of national AIC 

competitiveness strategic regulation. 

First, as far as our research allows (at least in the first approximation) to bound unit capital 

investments and unit current costs as the main indicator of acquired competitive advantages, it seems 

possible to bound UCC volume with the volume of AIC state support after converting the last one into 

investment equivalent (IESS): 

( ) ( ) ( );    UCC f UCI UCI f IESS UCC f IESS= = => =  (3) 

In particular, subsidies accrual per unit of commercial goods without obliged investments purpose 

attribute (USCG) and hectare subsidies (HS) as a partial compensation of current costs spent by AIC 

producers may be recounted in unit capital investments growth with factually observed save rate in 

supported branch (SR; SR<1): 

( )*UCC USCG HS SR= +  (4) 

Second proposal logically continues the first: as well as mentioned support instruments (both USGC 

and HS) are recounted into IESS’ component with save rate that is knowingly less than 100%, their 

budgetary effectiveness will be deterred by this circumstance.  

Third proposal touches multicomponent subsidies per unit of supported commercial afgrifood 

goods, which in their second component may be used exclusively for investment in agriculture 

technological modernization (USCGI). These subsidies were shortly introduced in our previous work 

(Neganova & Dudnik, 2018). For those subsidies the equality of inclined unit capital investment and second 

component of state support will be observed: 

UCC USCGI=  (5) 
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That means subsidies used exclusively for investment in agriculture technological modernization 

don’t touched by reducing influence of save rate, so every ruble spent for support will cause maximal 

possible investments.  

To provide the further increase in AIC support activity we suppose appropriate to consider more 

closely subsidies of unit commercial output with participation of supporter in capital of support receiver.  

The main peculiarity of these subsidies is they give supporter an opportunity to join the capital of 

support receives thus to obtain a right to get a share in its profit by dividends mechanism. This share may 

be later be directed into further support with participation in capital, and so on. In time, this peculiarity may 

lead to reduction of initial budgetary support spending because a sufficient part of spending may be funded 

by state’s income out of support previously done. From the perspective of producer, joining a subsidizing 

program with state participation in its capital promises a bundle of benefits in comparison with borrowed 

funds. The main benefit is in different type of default risk: single non-payment of dividends in favor of 

support actor (state) is much safer for organization than single non-payment of commercial credit. 

6. Conclusions 

A certain interest is in further research of rational proportion between strictly investment and non-

investment subsidies within a cumulative support measure, that would prove maximal involvement of 

support receivers in subsidizing programs with state participation in their capital. 

Application of investment-assigned subsidies of unit commercial output in agriculture provides 

maximal possible increase in ruble investments in Russia’s AIC and be seen as one of new investment cycle 

beginning. Still, it should be noted that taken alone, mentioned support measures won’t significantly 

influence technological effectiveness of capital assets; they just make them more available to buy.  

A further increase of effectiveness of state support of AIC by acquired competitive advantage 

accumulation may be possible only with active usage of non-financial instruments and approaches. For 

example it may be achieved by realization of non-controversial strategy of AIC competitiveness increasing, 

being organically integrated into the scientific, technical and industrial policy of the development of the 

national economy. 
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